






EXAMPLES OF SLOs – COURSE, PROGRAM, INSTITUTIONAL 

CHEM 100. What should students be able to do when they finish CHEM 100? 

• Use units of measurements and dimension analysis in chemistry problems. 

• Explain atomic and electronic structure of atoms. 

• Understand ionic and covalent bonding and the relationship between bonding types and properties. 

• Represent chemical elements and simple chemical compounds in balanced equations. 

• Understand classification of matter including solids, liquids, gases, solutions, acids and bases.  

• Explain chemical processes which impact daily activities, society and the environment.  

• Explore independently contemporary topics in which chemistry has a significant role. 

 

Chemistry Program (AS degree). What should students be able to do when they get their AS in Chemistry? 

• Demonstrate preparedness to transfer to a 4 year institution 

• Effectively explain general chemistry and organic chemistry theories and concepts. (Effective Communication) 

• Perform quantitative analysis relating but not limited to graphical and numerical data obtained from laboratory experiments, and 

apply general chemistry and organic chemistry theories to solve problems. (Quantitative Skill) 

• Critically analyze and apply general chemistry and organic chemistry concepts. (Critical Thinking) 

Institutional learning outcomes. What skills areas should students develop here at CSM? 

• independent learning and development 

• effective communication  

• quantitative reasoning   

• critical thinking 

• social awareness and diversity 

• ethical responsibility / effective citizenship  



EXAMPLES OF HOW TO GATHER AND SCORE SLO DATA 

Use a capstone assignment.  Note how the prompt reflects the SLOs. 

ENGL 110 SLOs: 

1. Apply critical thinking and reading skills to literary works, from a variety of genres, in order to analyze and interpret them    

2. Write fluent essays that explain and defend these analyses and interpretations, rather than merely present summaries. 

3. Write essays that effectively incorporate both 1ry and 2ry sources, some of which are discovered by the student through library research. 

 

Prompt:   

Many of the stories and poems we’ve read focus on language barriers inside families. What happens to family relationships when 

parents and children speak a different language? What problems arise, and how do people overcome them? In a well-developed essay 

(about 2000 words), discuss this question. Your essay should present a coherent thesis, and your support should include a convincing 

analysis of at least three of the literary works we’ve read, as well as evidence and/or illustrations from Judith Harris’ The Nurture 

Assumption and Amy Tan’s “My Mother’s English.” You should also include at least one appropriate source that you find yourself. Your 

paper should be laid out and cited in MLA format 

 

Scoring a capstone assignment holistically 

Student G# Essay grade SLO 1 SLO 2 SLO 3 

Chuck Berry G1234567 B- 4/5 3/5 4/5 

David Bowie G345678 C+ 3/5 3/5 2/5 

 

 



Scoring a capstone assignment with an aligned rubric 

Grading criteria Not passing (1/5, 2/5) OK (3/5) Good (4/5) Really good (5/5) 

SLO 1: Apply critical thinking and reading skills to literary works, from a variety of genres, in order to analyze and interpret them    

READING: 
discussion  
suggests that 
the writer -    

- hasn't read required texts 
- hasn't used reading 
strategies to develop ideas 

- has read required texts 
- has used reading strategies 
to develop ideas 

- has read required texts 
- has used reading strategies 
to develop ideas 

- has read required texts 
(maybe more) 
- uses reading strategies to 
develop & reflect on ideas 

THESIS: The 
paper has - 

- no clear thesis 
- no assertive thesis 

- a clear thesis - a clear thesis which 
requires analytical support 

- a clear, original thesis 
requiring carefully-
marshalled analysis 

SLO 2: Write fluent essays that explain and defend these analyses and interpretations, rather than merely present summaries. 

OUTLINE: The 
structure of the 
essay - 

- retells the story/ies 
- repeats ideas 
- doesn't develop ideas 
- isn't coherent 

- explains (not narrates) 
- separates ideas 
- develops ideas OK 
- is coherent   

- explains effectively 
- separates ideas 
- develops ideas 
- is clear and coherent   

- explains convincingly 
- marshalls ideas  
- develops ideas fully 
- is clear and coherent   

PARAGRAPHS -  - retell the story/ies 
- lack topic sentences 
- aren't coherent 

- explain 
- have relevant t. s. 
- focus on one idea 

- explain 
- have relevant t.s. 
- focus on one idea 

- explain 
- have relevant t.s. 
- focus on one idea 

AUDIENCE: The 
writer - 

- doesn't use intro/concl to 
speak to reader 
- needs to work on diction 

- uses the intro/concl to 
clarify the essay 
- uses appropriate diction 

- uses the intro/concl to 
speak to the reader 
- uses appropriate diction 

- uses the intro/concl to 
engage the reader 
- uses appropriate diction 

SENTENCES 
show - 

Problems with  
- sentence focus 
- modifiers / joining 
sentences 
- proofreading 

- reasonable clarity  
- some use of modifiers / 
joining strategies 
- solid proofreading (<5 
errors) 

- good clarity and focus  
- some use of modifiers / 
joining strategies 
- solid proofreading (>3 
errors) 

- strong focus 
- effective use of modifiers / 
joining strategies 
- rigorous proofreading 

SLO 3: Write essays that effectively incorporate both 1ry and 2ry sources, some of which are discovered by the stdt thru library research. 

EVIDENCE: text 
& other 
evidence is - 

- inadequate 
- not relevant 
- not analyzed 
- from inappropriate sources 

- OK (makes the point) 
- mostly relevant  
- mostly analyzed  
- mostly from app. sources 

- solid (clear point) 
- relevant  
- analyzed 
- from appropriate sources 

- convincing 
- relevant 
- analyzed 
- from appropriate sources 

QUOTES are - - few or none (insufficient) 
- no context/integration  
- not effective as evidence 

- a few (enough) 
- context/integrated 
- relevant as evidence 

- quite a few  
- contextualized / integrated 
- effective evidence 

- lots, w/o taking over 
- context, well integrated 
 convincing evidence 

MLA format  - Not used MLA - Used MLA (some errors) - Used MLA correctly - Used MLA correctly 



Use in-course graded student work aligned with SLOs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Create a simple exit quiz with SLO-aligned questions 

LIBR 100 – SLO #5: Evaluate a web page using a consistent set of standardized criteria to find credible information. 

QUIZ: Which of the following are relevant criteria for assessing a web source? Check as many as are applicable 

❑ You’re reading a well-known, edited, and curated source, such as a newspaper, magazine, government department, think tank or 

journal, that publishes online 

❑ The colors are nice 

❑ The page is up-to-date 

❑ The layout includes dancing graphics 

Create an exit survey 

PHIL 160 (History of Ancient Philosophy) 

How well do you feel you can  

 Evaluate the fundamental tenets of the philosophical theories and the epistemological, ethical, and metaphysical positions of the 

Roman world and the Renaissance.  

1. totes lost | 2. kinda | 3. OK | 4. confident | 5. nailed it 

 



Using your Official Course Outline to record results 

 

College of San Mateo 

OFFICIAL CLASS RECORDS 
ENGL 100 AC 
Fall 2016 
  
Student G# Grade Drop 1 2 3 4 
Alan G0049999 F   5 5 - - 

Brian G0049998 B   3 4 3 3 

Charlotte G0049997 W 9/5/2016 5 - - - 

Dinh G0049996 C   4 1 2 3 

Eric G0049995 D   2 1 3 1 

Francisco G0049994 A   4 5 5 4 

  
5 – Complete mastery                 3 – Mastery                       0 – no mastery  
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